LOOKING AFTER YOU

HOURS OF NATURE: 9:00AM- 6:00PM

ARRIVAL
Arrive ten minutes before your scheduled treatment.

YOUR HEALTH MATTERS
It’s mandatory to let us know if you suffer any health condition, high blood pressure, allergies, injuries or are pregnant.

TIPPING
Enjoyed your experience, then why not?

VALUABLES
We advise you not to carry any valuables with you during your spa visit. Karma spa accepts no responsibility for loss of any valuables.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Please note we require a minimum of 24 hours notice prior to your reservation to cancel your appointment. Otherwise, a 50% cancellation fee will be charged. Failure to attend your appointment without notice will result in the full price being charged.

TREATMENT PRICES
All spa service prices are inclusive of all taxes as applicable by the government.

FACIAL THERAPY

POMEGRANATE FACIAL
Recommended for mature complexions, this healing facial begins with a cleanse, exfoliation and mask followed by the application of pomegranate oil. Rich in vitamin C, pomegranate is known to help regenerate and improve collagen production in the skin.

60 MINUTES $12,500

CALMING ELEMENTS
A gentle facial scrub and mask infused with oils of basil, frangipani and Jojoba will pull you into a deep state of relaxation before a lavender facial massage leaves your skin feeling toned, and hydrated.

60 MINUTES $12,500

NATURAL ESSENCE
Developed for younger skin types, a gentle cleanse and facial exfoliation involves a gentle mask made from cooling watermelon and cucumber. A relaxing foot massage concludes the ritual.

60 MINUTES $12,500

PANCHATATVA
The Panchtatva facial is based on an ancient therapy that treats the skin with five herbs and is inspired by the 5 elements, to create a balanced synergy with the skin. This ancient facial detoxes, de-stresses and balances the skin. Leaving the complexion toned, soft to the touch and with a beautiful glow.

30 MINUTES $10,000

MANICURE & PEDICURE

Choose from our range of express, spa or deluxe, manicure or pedicure and be assured of a treatment that is well executed and 100% hygienic.

EXPRESS MANICURE OR EXPRESS PEDICURE
Nail polish is removed, nails are cut and filed followed by 2 coats of the polish of your choice.

30 MINUTES $500

SPA MANICURE OR PEDICURE
Old polish is removed, nails are cut and filed, followed by a luxurious foot or hand soaking prior to cuticle removal. Enjoy a rejuvenating scrub followed by a relaxing massage prior to the polish of your choice being applied.

60 MINUTES $1,000

DELUXE MANICURE OR PEDICURE
Old polish is removed, followed by nail cutting and filing and a luxurious tea tree soak, followed by cuticle removal. Enjoy a self-warming back made of chamomile and gold, that brightens and nourishes your hands or feet. Finish with 2 coats of your favourite polish.

60 MINUTES $1,500

NAIL POLISH APPLICATION
$200
SPA ETHOS

We offer an array of bespoke therapies, healing and seasonal treatments designed to embody the climate, beauty and rhythm of India. Every sensory spa experience has been created to soothe and nurture. Our spa professionals are devoted to gently easing you into a state of deeper healing.
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